
TRANSFERRING DATA BETWEEN COMPUTERS

In order to transfer your RADAR program to another computer, you have to transfer 
the data from the RADAR folder of the old machine to the new one. The easiest way 
to do this is to copy the complete folder C:\RADAR and all sub folders from the old 
machine to the new one.  Then install your update in the Radar folder on the new 
machine.

If you already installed your update on the new machine and now want to transfer 
your personal data, this chapter will explain how to do so.

Before you save cases on the new machine, close RADAR and copy the complete 
contents of the RADAR\CASES folder from the old machine to the new one. If 
RADAR needs to convert the catalogues to a new version, this will be done 
automatically when you start RADAR.

Copy the complete contents of the RADAR\PATIENT folder from the old machine to 
the new one.

If you want to access older versions of repertories that are no longer part of your 
update and therefore not installed on the new machine, copy the repertory subfolders 
(for example Synt_e.80) in RADAR\DATA\ from the old machine onto the new one.

Copy the contents of the RADAR\LOG folder from the old machine to the new one. 
The Radar\Log folder contains a history of your repertory additions. 

If you made additions of authors, copy the file RADAR\SYSTEM\aut_udef.lst from the 
old machine onto the new one. If you made additions of remedies, copy the file 
RADAR\SYSTEM\rem_udef.lst from the old machine to the new one. Next open the 
repertory utilities program.  Press Start, then All programs -> Archibel Software -> 
Repertory Utilities. It is not necessary to choose a repertory when updating authors 
and remedies. 

From the update menu choose update user defined remedies and/or update user defined 
authors.



Now you are ready to transfer your log additions. To go from Synthesis 9.1 to Synthesis 9.2, 
click on File -> open repertory and select the destination repertory first. Then from the Update 
menu choose Update repertory from another log file.  The Select the log file dialogue box will 
open and you can choose the corresponding log file, for example 

SE91.dat (Synthesis English 9.1)
SGE91.dat (Synthesis German English 9.1)
etc.

Select the dat file of the repertory where you made additions and click on open.  The Log file 
preferences window opens where you can set your preferences for the transfer.  Click on OK 
to proceed.

If you are transferring additions from a Synthesis older than version 9.1, you will need access 
to the older repertory. 

For example, you are transferring additions from Synthesis 9.0 to Synthesis 9.2, click on File -
> open repertory and select the destination repertory first. Then from the update menu 
choose Transfer your additions to the new repertory.

In the Transfer addition window, click the browse button to choose the old repertory 
and its log file:



If you cannot find the old repertory via Browse, it means that you no longer have 
access to it. Contact you local dealer if you have additions in your old repertory which 
you want to transfer to the new one.


